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Abstract 28 

The present work aimed at designing and developing a novel 3D printed diffusion cell capable 29 

of UV imaging using the fused filament fabrication (FFF) method. UV imaging has proven to 30 

be very versatile in the area of pharmaceutics giving insights into various phenomena including 31 

the dissolution behaviour of dosage forms, intrinsic dissolution rates and the drug precipitation 32 

processes. A 3D printed diffusion cell in similitude of a Franz cell was successfully printed 33 

using polylactic acid (PLA) filaments equipped with quartz for the imaging area. A model 34 

ibuprofen (IBU) gel formulation was tested by introducing the dosage form through the 3D 35 

printed donor compartment and the drug concentration permeated through the skin mimic 36 

(silicone membrane) was determined from the 3D printed receptor compartment using UV 37 

imaging in real-time. The results showed successful UV imaging of the permeation of IBU gel 38 

in the novel diffusion cell potentially negating further analytical processes such as the HPLC 39 

process required for Franz cell tests thereby reducing costs. Potential interactions between the 40 

drug and filament used in the 3D printed process suggests although this concept can be moved 41 

towards commercialisation, care should be taken with choice of filament used in the 3D 42 

printing process. 43 
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1. Introduction 56 

In vitro permeation tests are conducted to study a drugs release from a semisolid formulations. 57 

This is critical to monitor in vivo performance [1]. In contrast to other routes of drug 58 

administration such as oral delivery, transdermal methods of drug delivery are being 59 

progressively more researched due to its benefit of avoiding first pass metabolism and reduced 60 

toxicity [2] thereby improving patient compliance. The United States Pharmacopeia general 61 

chapter 1724 [3] details the Franz cell diffusion-based evaluation of a topical formulation. The 62 

Franz cell in vitro release testing method has proved an invaluable approach to quantify the 63 

drug release from semisolid formulations through transdermal administration. The assembly of 64 

the Franz cell can be broken down into two separate parts. The first part is named as a donor 65 

chamber, and the other termed as a receptor chamber. Both parts are typically manufactured 66 

from borosilicate glass. These two chambers are separated by a membrane which can be 67 

artificial (synthetic membrane) or skin (human or animal). The orifice diameter of the donor 68 

and the receptor chamber depends on the application and can have different sizes. The donor 69 

chamber is filled with the formulation (semisolid state drug) and spread evenly on the 70 

membrane surface. The formulation diffuses through the membrane into the receptor chamber 71 

usually containing a phosphate buffer as a release media. The capacity of the release media to 72 

dissolve drug should be sufficiently high to achieve the sink conditions [3]. Typically 200 mg 73 

- 400 mg of the dosage (gel or cream) is used for performance testing. However, increased 74 

amounts are detailed elsewhere [1, 4]. The cell is kept at a temperature of 37 °C during 75 

experiments by circulating 37 °C equilibrated water through a cell jacket to maintain membrane 76 

temperature [1, 3, 5-7]. A magnetic stirrer (usually Teflon coated) at the bottom of the cell 77 

ensures uniformity of the drug content in the receptor chamber consisting of the release media. 78 

The stirring magnetic speed is kept between 600 - 800 ± 10 % rpm [3]. The typical sampling 79 

interval is 1 h ± 2 min over a range of 4, 6, 12, 24 & 72 h. At each sampling interval the receptor 80 

chamber is refilled with the same amount of volume taken for sampling with fresh media [1, 81 

3-7]. This traditional permeation quantification method requires manual measurements of the 82 

small test samples from the bulk solution through a UV spectrophotometry technique usually 83 

HPLC. This can be labour intensive and prone to human errors. There is thus a need for real-84 

time monitoring methodologies that can determine and provide insights into the permeation 85 

events more precisely and autonomously.  86 

A second generation surface dissolution imaging instrument (SDi2) is used in the determination 87 

of the UV imaging aspects of the present study. Østergard et al. [8] first investigated nicotine 88 
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release from a transdermal patch using UV imaging [8]. The authors investigated the real-time 89 

formation of concentration gradients to evaluate the quantitative advocacy of the UV imager. 90 

Ye et al. [9] showed the potential of the UV imaging technique in studying diffusion in 91 

hydrogels. The authors successfully investigated the diffusion of human serum albumin and 92 

piroxicam in Pluronic F127 hydrogels where a phosphate buffer was used as a release medium. 93 

The same authors also developed a non-intrusive model to study the drug release through 94 

subcutaneous means [10]. Gaunø et al. [11] also successfully established a UV imaging 95 

technique to monitor the in vitro release of 5-aminosalicylic acid extrudate coated with ethyl 96 

cellulose film placed in the agarose gel. Several other authors have also utilised the UV imaging 97 

platform to determine intrinsic dissolution rates of active pharmaceutical ingredients (API), 98 

characterisation of salts, cocrystals, solid dispersions and in quality control assessments [12-99 

32]. The aforementioned studies have thus proved useful in establishing UV imaging for drug 100 

and formulation characterisation and therefore is the author’s rationale for using this as a 101 

platform to develop a UV imaging setup which can facilitate real-time characterisation of APIs 102 

in transdermal drug administration. 103 

3D printing or additive manufacturing has revolutionised product development and 104 

prototyping. 3D printing has proved to be a versatile manufacturing tool given the flexibility 105 

and ease of manufacturing whilst being substantially cost efficient. The availability of 3D 106 

printing technologies include stereolithographic, powder bed based, selective laser sintering, 107 

fused filament fabrication, semi-solid extrusion and powder bed inkjet printing [33, 34] with 108 

commercially available filaments such as PVA, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and PLA 109 

often used [35]. With regards to the development of the transdermal in vitro testing systems, 110 

Sil et al. [36] successfully developed and tested a 3D transparent traditional Franz cell with 111 

Suarato et al. [37] also successfully developing and testing a pocket-sized diffusion cell for 112 

skin permeation. Ding et al. [38] also successfully developed a miniaturised device in the bid 113 

for reducing the amount of skin sample required for permeation studies using 3D printing. 114 

In this study, a proof of concept cost effective novel 3D printed diffusion cell in the similitude 115 

of a Franz cell is defined that allows non-intrusive real time UV imaging across synthetic 116 

membranes to characterise the permeation of a topical formulation. As well as the UV imaging 117 

aspects of the developed 3D printed cell, the presented work also seeks to extract quantitative 118 

data from the generated images in a bid to reduce the labour intensive and potential costs that 119 

can be associated to further analytical tests with the traditional Franz cell. 120 

 121 
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2. Materials and Methods 122 

2.1. Materials 123 

Ibuprofen was purchased from TCI Chemicals Ltd, Oxford, UK.  A 5 % w/w ibuprofen gel 124 

formulation was used as the model topical formulation. A 100 g tube of the gel was purchased 125 

from Vivomed, Downpatrick, UK. Phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) was used as the release media in 126 

the receptor compartment and was prepared using sodium hydroxide and potassium phosphate 127 

monobasic purchased from Fisher Scientific Ltd, Loughborough, UK and Acros Organics, 128 

Germany, respectively. SilatosTM silicone membrane of thickness 0.13 mm was purchased from 129 

Atos Medical, Sweden. 40 mm × 40 mm × 10 mm (H × L × W) three-pin fan and two circular 130 

neodymium magnets of size 2 mm × 2 mm (H × D) were purchased from Amazon Ltd, UK. A 131 

magnetic stirrer bar of diameter 4 mm and length 15 mm was purchased from Fisher Scientific 132 

Ltd, Loughborough. Loctite® super glue was purchased from Amazon Ltd, UK. NZXT Sentry 133 

3 Fan Controller and GELID system fan speed controller were purchased from Amazon Ltd, 134 

UK. A tachometer was also purchased from Amazon Ltd, UK to measure the rpm of the 135 

magnetic stirrer bar. A 3D printing filament PLA (polylactic acid) was purchased from 136 

Technology Outlet Ltd, Leicestershire, UK. The parts were printed with the RAISE3D N2 137 

printer purchased from RAISE3D, Rotterdam, Netherlands. Two 30 mm × 30 mm ×1 mm (H 138 

× L × W) fused silica quartz windows were purchased from Galvoptics Ltd, Basildon, UK. 139 

Opti-tec 5001 optical epoxy adhesive was purchased from Intertonics Ltd, Oxfordshire, UK. A 140 

62.16 mm × 9.06 mm × 5.86 mm (H × L × W) quartz dose tube was purchased from Pion Inc. 141 

Ltd, Essex, UK. 142 

 143 

2.2. Methods 144 

2.2.1. CAD Model and drawings 145 

A prototype diffusion cell in the similitude of a Franz cell was designed in SolidWorks® (2018). 146 

A dose-controlled tube and a membrane aligner were also designed. A lid was designed to 147 

allow insertion of the dose tube. Figure 1 depicts the 3D CAD model of the cell. For securing 148 

the diffusion cell in the surface dissolution instrument (SDi2) UV system, a stand was designed. 149 

During the designing process, it was necessary to design a stand to the dimensions which would 150 

allow sufficient height for the diffusion cell window to align correctly and at the right position 151 

with the CMOS detector inside the SDi2 UV system. Figure 2 depicts a 3D CAD model of the 152 

stand.  153 
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 154 

Figure 1. 3D CAD model (a) Front view of the 3D printed diffusion cell prototype with dosage 155 

tube inserted from the top (b) Isometric exploded view of the prototype. 156 

 157 

 158 

Figure 2. 3D CAD model (a) Front view (b) Top view (c) Isometric view of the stand designed 159 

to secure the 3D printed diffusion cell in SDi2 UV system. 160 

 161 

2.2.2. Manufacturing Franz cell and the stand. 162 

The CAD files of the diffusion cell, membrane aligner, lid and the diffusion cell stand were 163 

converted to STL files in SolidWorks® (2018). The STL files were post-processed in the 3D 164 

printing software, Slicer. The 3D printing filament PLA (polylactic acid) was used to print the 165 

required parts. The parts were printed with the RAISE3D N2 printer. The printer nozzle 166 
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temperature was set at 220 °C and the printer bed temperature was set at 50 °C. The speed of 167 

the nozzle was set at 65 mm/s. The layer height was set at 0.2 mm. The parts were printed with 168 

2 shells (each shell was 0.4 mm thick). The infill was set at 30 %. The diffusion cell was printed 169 

with the following specifications: 52 mm × 40 mm × 40 mm (H × L × W) volume of receptor 170 

compartment was 30 mL ± 1 mL and the volume of the donor compartment was 20 mL ± 1 171 

mL. The orifice area was 3.14 cm2 ± 0.2. The diffusion cell stand was printed with following 172 

specifications: 82.10 mm × 45 mm × 45 mm (H × L × W). After the cell was manufactured, 173 

two 30 mm × 30 mm ×1 mm (H × L × W) fused silica quartz windows were bonded to the cell 174 

by using Opti-tec 5001 optical epoxy adhesive. The optical path length was approximately 40 175 

mm between the two quartz windows of the diffusion cell. A quartz dosage tube was inserted 176 

into the cell through the lid.  177 

 178 

2.2.3. Magnetic stirrer  179 

There are a variety of magnetic stirring systems of different sizes available commercially 180 

however these are significantly too large to fit into the SDi2 UV imager. To address this 181 

challenge, a customised magnetic stirring system was built for the designed prototype diffusion 182 

cell. The customised magnetic stirring system was developed from a computer CPU cooling 183 

fan and neodymium magnets. Neodymium magnets were bonded to the centre of the fan with 184 

superglue, and the fan was inserted into the 3D printed diffusion cell stand. 185 

 186 

2.2.4. UV Calibration using SDi2 187 

To calibrate the diffusion cell, a series of standards for IBU were produced. Each series of 188 

standards was made from a 1 mg/mL stock solution of IBU produced by adding 100 mg of 189 

ibuprofen to 100 mL volumetric flasks and making to volume using the phosphate buffer. Three 190 

stock solutions were prepared and labelled as A, B and C. Twenty-one standards (7 from A, 7 191 

from B and 7 from C) were prepared using concentration ranges from 10 – 200 µg/mL using 192 

100 mL volumetric flasks. Once all the standards were prepared, they were placed in a water 193 

bath at a 37 °C and allowed to equilibrate. The 3D printed diffusion cell absent of any liquid 194 

was then placed in the SDi2 system (Figure 3) with the magnetic stirring system switched off.  195 

 196 
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 197 

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of the setup used to calibrate the 3D printed diffusion cell prototype 198 

for IBU (b) SDi2 UV system in which the 3D printed diffusion cell is placed 199 

 200 

A measuring zone as depicted in Figure 4 was set using the analysis software supplied with the 201 

SDi2 system to extract data for the calibration curve. The data analysis method consisted of 5 202 

min intervals, each separated by 2 min intervals to allow for sample change. The system was 203 

also set to maintain at 37 °C and to record UV absorbance of IBU at 255 nm and 280 nm. The 204 

closest LED (255 nm) was selected for data analysis due to IBU’s lambda max [39].  205 

 206 
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 207 

Figure 4. Schematic of a set measurement zone for extracting absorbance data to calibrate the 208 

3D printed diffusion cell prototype. 209 

 210 

2.2.5. Membrane preparation 211 

Before analysis of the ibuprofen gel using the 3D printed diffusion cell, the 0.13 mm thick 212 

silicone membrane was prepared. Firstly, a 20 × 20 mm (H × L) square of the membrane was 213 

cut and placed in a glass beaker. Next, approximately 40 mL of phosphate buffer pH 7.2 was 214 

added to the beaker. The beaker containing the membrane and buffer was then placed in a sonic 215 

bath for 10 min to degas and then placed in a water bath at 37 °C to equilibrate for another 20 216 

min. 217 

 218 

2.2.6. UV imaging of the permeation process 219 

Before the assessment, the lower receptor compartment of the cell was filled with degassed 220 

phosphate buffer (pH 7.2) using a syringe until the cell receptor chamber was filled up to the 221 

orifice (approximately 30 mL of buffer was found to be held by the cell receptor cell). The 222 

silicone membrane of thickness 0.13 mm was placed on a divider between the donor and 223 

receptor compartments providing a diffusion area of 3.14 cm2. The membrane was sandwiched 224 

between the aligner and the 3D printed diffusion cell divider. A method was constructed using 225 

the SDi2 data collection software to record data using the 255 nm and 520 nm (Vis) LEDs to 226 

quantify drug absorbance and to track possible gel movements respectively. The cell was 227 
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secured in the SDi2 UV imager to blank the system for setting a benchmark value for the UV 228 

absorbance. After the blanking process, the donor compartment of the cell was filled with 229 

approximately 1 mL of the IBU gel administered by filling the quartz tube with a 5 mL syringe. 230 

The whole assembly containing the IBU gel was placed in the SDi2 UV imager such that the 231 

interface between the membrane and receptor compartment and the interface between the 232 

membrane and IBU gel aligned in a straight path between the UV LEDs and the CMOS chip 233 

(Figure 5). The magnetic stirring system was turned on and the speed set to 600 rpm with the 234 

fan controlling system. The experiment was conducted for 12 h in triplicate at 37 °C.  235 

 236 

Figure 5. Schematic of the setup to quantify the amount of IBU permeating through a silicone 237 

membrane. 238 

The analysis software supplied with the SDi2 system was used to set up a measuring zone to 239 

extract the permeation data (Figure 6). The absorbance readings at 30 s intervals were extracted 240 

from the software. The raw data was processed using Microsoft ExcelTM and the calibration 241 

curve to provide a quantitative assessment of IBU permeated through the membrane.  242 
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 243 

Figure 6. Schematic of a set measurement zone for extracting absorbance data for the 3D 244 

printed diffusion cell prototype for IBU permeation analysis 245 

 246 

3. Results and discussion  247 

3.1. Fabrication of the 3D printed diffusion cell 248 

Figure 7 depicts the successfully manufactured 3D printed diffusion cell. Figure 7a depicts the 249 

aligner that is important in keeping the membrane of interest taut. Figure 7b depicts the quartz 250 

dose tube in which the formulation of interest is decanted and Figure 7c displays the full 251 

assembled unit with the 3D printed diffusion cell sat on top of the 3D printed stand that secures 252 

the whole unit for the UV imaging process. The 3D printed diffusion cell system aligned well 253 

with the imaging process. The red dashed line in Figure 1a depicts the area available for UV 254 

imaging in the developed diffusion cell. 255 

As a Franz cell requires a stirring capability to continuously agitate the release media in the 256 

receptor chamber to achieve uniformity in the solution during an in vitro drug release test, a 257 

clearance (indicated by a red arrow on Figure 7c) was left in the stand for incorporating a 258 

magnetic stirring system which would facilitate stirring of a magnetic bar placed in the receptor 259 

chamber of the 3D printed diffusion cell (Figure 8). Figure 8a depicts the custom developed 260 

magnetic stirrer used to achieve stirring conditions in the manufactured 3D printed diffusion 261 

cell with the red dashed circle indicating the location of the glued neodymium magnets. Figure 262 
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8b shows the fully assembled unit with the stirring insert. The stirring system was powered by 263 

a NZXT Sentry 3 Fan Controller embedded in the CPU of the SDi2 system. Figure 8c shows 264 

the location of the magnetic stirrer (red dashed circle) within the receptor compartment of the 265 

3D printed diffusion cell. The minimum rpm achieved with NZXT Fan controller was about 266 

1000 rpm and was displayed by the screen of NZXT Fan controller. This was manually 267 

confirmed by measuring with tachometer. The speed obtained (1000 rpm) was significantly 268 

above that prescribed for the Franz cell (600 - 800 rpm) as recommended by USP 1724 [3]. A 269 

GELID system fan speed controller was thus connected between the fan with magnets (stirring 270 

system) and the fan controller fitted in the SDi2 CPU to overcome this challenge. Using the 271 

GELID system fan speed, the rpm was controlled between 0 - 2500 rpm max. The sequence of 272 

connections used is detailed in achieving this is depicted in Figure 9. 273 

 274 

 275 

Figure 7. Assembled 3D printed diffusion cell prototype. Image shows (a) Top view of the cell 276 

without the lid showing a membrane aligner inside (b) 3D printed diffusion cell with bonded 277 

quartz windows & a quartz dosage tube inserted from the top (c) Front view of the cell secured 278 

on the 3D printed stand. 279 
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 281 

Figure 8. (a) Custom developed magnetic stirrer for the Franz cell. Image shows a) 40 mm × 282 

40 mm × 10 mm (H × L × W) three-pin computer fan with bonded 2 mm × 2 mm (H × D) 283 

secured inside the 3D printed diffusion cell stand (b) 3D printed diffusion cell secured on the 284 

magnetic stirrer c) A Teflon magnetic stirrer bar of diameter 4 mm and length 15 mm placed 285 

inside the receptor chamber of the 3D printed diffusion cell. 286 

 287 

 288 

Figure 9. Images on the left depict a schematic circuit of a magnetic stirring controlled system 289 

used in 3D printed diffusion cell prototype and images on the right image shows the actual 290 

connections. 291 
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3.2. Assessing the UV permeation capabilities of the 3D printed diffusion cell 293 

The absorbance readings at 30 s intervals were extracted from the software and the extracted 294 

data was plotted using Microsoft ExcelTM to produce a calibration curve for the IBU standards 295 

of stock A, B and C. The average calibration profile of all stocks (A, B & C) is depicted as 296 

Figure 10a with its accompanying UV images (Figure 10b). The time points on the calibration 297 

curve (Figure 10a) are also colour coded to match its corresponding UV images (Figure 10b). 298 

The generated calibration curve had an r2 value of 0.9931 which is an indication of linearity. 299 

The derived equation (Figure 10a) was used in determining the concentration of the permeated 300 

IBU in the receptor chamber.  301 

 302 

 303 

 304 

Figure 10. (a) Average IBU calibration curve of stock A, B & C with a limit of detection & 305 

quantification. Coloured points correlate with images from Figure 10b   (b) UV images at 255 306 
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nm generated from a series of standards prepared from IBU to calibrate the 3D printed diffusion 307 

cell.  Images colour coded with reference to Figure 10a. 308 

 309 

The function of the membrane aligner (Figure 7a) was to prevent the formation of slack in the 310 

membrane due to the IBU gel (formulation) weight. The quartz dose tube was also introduced 311 

to avoid the uneven spread of gel over the membrane. The 3D printed diffusion cell proved 312 

useful in allowing the visualisation of the permeation process as well as determining the 313 

quantification of IBU permeating through the silicon membrane. The amount of IBU permeated 314 

through the silicon membrane was quantified by converting milli absorbance units (mAu) into 315 

concentration (µg/mL) using the linear calibration equation (Figure 10a). The average 316 

permeation profile achieved for triplicate run over a 12 h period is shown in Figure 11a. Figure 317 

11a suggests the concentration of the IBU drug from the gel formulation gradually increased 318 

over 12 h without reaching a plateau state within this time frame (12 h). This indicated a longer 319 

run time might be needed for observation of a plateau state. Figure 11a also suggests data points 320 

between 0 - 25 min fall below the limit of quantification (17.69 µg/mL) which was determined. 321 

This undermines the reliability of the data at these points. It was also observed from Figure 11a 322 

that the data set between 420 min - 720 min exceeded the limit of 200 µg/mL which was the 323 

highest standard used to calibrate the cell (Figure 10) (this suggested mAUs above 900 to not 324 

be reliable), thus indicating data between 440 min - 720 min may also not be reliable due to 325 

potential deviations from linearity and potential issues of over-saturation of the detector as a 326 

result of sink conditions. This oversaturation of the detector was observed also by Ward et al 327 

when obtaining a calibration for propranolol hydrochloride (31). The higher absorbance 328 

readings towards the edges of the images at around 2000 mAu in Figure 11b and also observed 329 

during the calibration process (Figure 10b) may also be due to possible interactions or drug 330 

diffusing through the walls of the filaments used in the 3D printing process of the 3D printed 331 

diffusion cell all of which have to be investigated further. Several authors have utilised the 332 

ability of drugs to diffuse through filaments for the 3D printing of medicines (40-42) although 333 

PVA polymers were used. It is therefore of importance to print these diffusion cells with 334 

filaments that do not interact with or allow drug permeation into them. It is also important to 335 

note that PLA is hydrolytically degraded over time (hydrolytic chain scission during which 336 

polymer chains are cleaved into oligomers and finally monomers) (43). This therefore makes 337 

it difficult to predict the number of times the diffusion cell could be used accurately before 338 

errors could occur. Also the use of solvents such as acetone, ester and chloride solvents have 339 

been reportedly used as chemical finishing for 3D printed materials (44, 45). It is therefore 340 
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important that such solvents are not used in the cleaning process as they could affect the 341 

integrity of the cell. Exposure to media for lengthy periods of time (potential imbibement of 342 

media) and the drying process could affect the cell integrity also. To significantly reduce errors, 343 

care was taken with the experimentations and deionised water was only used for the cleaning 344 

process and the printed cell was air dried at room temperature. It is therefore important that if 345 

PLA is being used as the polymer of choice for printing the diffusion cell that care and 346 

consideration is given to the issues discussed above to ensure errors are not introduced.  The 347 

use of such novel diffusion cells however have the potential capability of reducing the need for 348 

further analytic techniques such as HPLC thereby making it cost effective. 349 

 350 
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Figure 11. (a) Average IBU amount in µg/mL permeated vs time. Coloured points correlate 352 

with images from Figure 11b (b) UV images of the 3D printed diffusion cell’s IBU permeation 353 

at 255 nm. Images colour coded with reference to Figure 11a. 354 

 355 

4. Conclusion 356 

FFF was successfully used in manufacturing a permeation cell that was capable of UV imaging 357 

the drug permeation process of a topical semi-solid dosage form through a silicone membrane. 358 

This novel 3D printed permeation cell facilitated real-time UV characterisation of IBU 359 

permeation from a model topical formulation. This process eliminated the use of further 360 

instrumentation such as HPLC for the drug quantification process. Although this system 361 

provides a quick and user friendly way of capturing data, it is important to note that issues such 362 

as the nature of the filament used in the printing process of such diffusion cells that ensures no 363 

drug leakages into the filaments or possible interactions need are addressed. This as well as the 364 

ability of producing data that can match the traditional Franz cell and its hydrodynamics are of 365 

great importance and the subject of further studies.   366 
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